
 

juststeve

Today it seems there are so many products loaded up with Fragrance, it would be impossible to smell

much of anything occurring naturally. So overwhelming, someone has something pumping out burn the

nose, eyes, lungs to make things smell fresh. Fresh doesn't have much of a smell. One of the biggest joys

in life is the day one can open the windows and let the Spring Air drive the stink of Winter out of the home.

So much chemical who knows what in the laundry burning, irritating the skin, nose. Stuff for the toilets,

rooms, cars. Can't get away from it all. A nice negative Ion generator removes smells of those things that

actually may stink, while cleaning the air. So much toxic chemicals used killing off bene�cial bacteria

labeled as boogiemen, and germophobic minds smelling smells not even there, and how many bene�cial

bacteria, microbes are killed off that would have kept the actual bad boys in check?
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Guillermou

Just, it is a pleasure to walk barefoot on the seashore. There's something in the air after a spring

storm, near a mountain waterfall, or along an ocean beach. In each of these environments, invisible

molecules are released in great abundance. These molecules are called ions and can be positively and

negatively charged. Ions have a notable number of health bene�ts. Already in 1910, Albert Einstein

said that the healing properties of the air of Davos Mountain were due to the energy in the air. Air

contains molecules of nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor, carbon dioxide, etc.

Each of these molecules contains atoms. These atoms lose or gain oxygen electrons. This process

generates a physical process of puri�cation of particles, Covs and pathogens. THE IONS OF THE AIR, -

---1) Improves air quality ----2) They reduce particles ----3) Reduce formaldehydes and volatile

compounds ----4) They reduce allergens and the presence of dust in the air -----5) They reduce the

presence of viruses and bacteria .--AT THE ORGANIC, NEURONAL AND COGNITIVE LEVEL ----1)

Neutralizes free radicals ----2) Strengthens cellular metabolism (excretes toxins from the body) -----3)

Strengthens the immune system and increases recovery -----4) Puri�es the blood and increases

cellular oxygenation -----5) Balances the autonomic nervous system (one of the causes of stress) ---

-6) Promotes deep sleep ----7) Strengthens digestion -----8) Increases serotonin content in the blood

(counteracts depression and feelings of stress) -----9) Improves respiratory function and activate

hormonal balance -----10) Improve performance and increase productivity -----11) Improves attention

and vital energy
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Guillermou

Russian research conducted at the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics of the

Russian Academy of Sciences, in Pushchino, found that exposure to ions increased levels of the

protective antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase (SOD) in mammalian erythrocytes. This enzyme

is a very important part of our body's antioxidant defense mechanism. Similarly, German researchers

discovered a link between the regulation of catecholamines and increased life expectancy. Study from

the Goldstein and Lewin Department of Medical Research in Stahnsdorf, Germany. In the study,

comparatives extracted from animals exposed to ions and isolated from them were reviewed and

evaluated. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9237652  
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juststeve

A big yes Gui, negative ions, natures air cleaners, waterfalls, waves coming to shore, rapids. Throw up

water mists to pull particles out of the air, add in negative ions making us feel good and drawing us

into such areas.
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Segstar

When i go out to walk the dog i observe how she sniffs and move about..Sometimes depending on the

time and day the smell of all those neighborhood laundry crap makes me want to puke..I sometimes

have to pull my top around my nose like a cloth face diaper...I swear some people have gone

completely nose blind..Sad reality in which we live in..
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quiltingmatilda

Now if you open the windows, you get a house full of glyphosate which is coming from burning

gasoline with added corn ethanol.
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juststeve

quiltingmatilda, Right? Even if we avoid chemical crap in the home no matter rural or urban, something

somewhere is pumping something out so we can take it in.
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Fisher153

My mother did not let me eat laundry detergent. Eliminate the exposure route and eliminate the risk. This

problem is not a toxicity problem, but negligence.
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DeadDogWorms

I am sorry if I am a jerk........ Man, talk about stupid..... When I was 15 I got kicked out of school getting in

a �ght, then I got a job on a construction site wheel barreling concrete on third �oor scaffolding. Then I

started working as a electricians helper, and at 17 I got a union job in a sawmill and bought a house when I

was 21. ....... I use concentrated laundry soap from a janitor supply warehouse, one table table full does 50

pounds of Laundry. When the COVID scam hit, and when everybody was �ghting for the last roll of toilet

paper, my janitor supply guy could not sell toilet paper meant for hotels, I just phoned him up and met him

at the locked down warehouse.......... ....... What can I say, good reddens for to stupid......! Most things sold

in a supermarket, got to be rubbish.
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hoplitex

You don't sound like a jerk. I think you're smart.
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hoplitex

Wow. That video is really Really REALLY worth watching; the presenter is The Uncle Every Teenager Needs.

The footage showing esophageal necrosis would, I think, deter anyone from attention-seeking *eating* (at

least). The creators of that video prioritized making it a deterrent. When people make something a priority,

it gets done. Period. ----- The fact that Tide pods look like candy tells me that Procter & Gamble prioritized

marketing the pods by linking them subconsciously to treats, and that the manufacturers did . not . care

that children (let alone teenagers) might eat them.

When people make something a priority, it gets done. Period. ----- The fact that the guy who ate the pods

needed attention so badly tells me that his primary caregivers did not prioritize meeting his early

childhood emotional needs. Lacking a sense of his own value and desperate for external validation, he

was, like many, at the mercy of The Internet. ----- The fact that something as absurd as eating Tide pods is

a problem is symptomatic of an unconscious, gross society, largely composed of unconscious, gross

individuals. ----- We are all guilty of pointing the �nger and wanting to assign blame.

However, we are responsible for ourselves (and our children, if we've chosen to bring them into the world).

Ultimately, we alone are responsible for our solo journey from birth to death, for who we ARE and what we

DO. Here and now. ----- When we make something a priority, it gets done. Period. ----- We ALL will die one

day. Even our Sun will die. Constant awareness of the inevitability of Our . Own . Death makes it easier to

act according to what we *claim* are our priorities. (Of course, I'm talking to myself, trying to cheer myself

on, but perhaps I am not alone.)
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Almond

How about this kind of poison? mRNA COVID-19 Vaccines Caused More Deaths Than Saved: Peer-

Reviewed Study www.zerohedge.com/medical/mrna-covid-19-vaccines-caused-more-deaths-sa..   14

deaths from vaxine for every life saved. How many people would knowingly subject themselves to such

odds?
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grulla

I've been noticing lately that there is a trend on TV ads to make laundry detergent safer via sheets and

strips, as well as eco-freindly non/less-toxic. caringconsumer.com/.../safest  The �rst 3 of 5 examples.
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quiltingmatilda

Remember how fresh the laundry powders of the 1970s got your laundry? Even a bulk and inexpensive

bucket from Wards or Sears worked wonders. Then the government stepped in because farmers were

using too much phosphorus on soil. Phosphorus stays in the soil but the farmers were putting on more. “If

some is good, more is better.” So what did the govt do? Blamed clothes washing and took the phosphorus

out of laundry detergent . We can thank the power of lobbyists.
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hoplitex

White vinegar works great as a household surface cleanser. Cheap and won't blow out our internal organs

if'n we accidentally inhale it :9
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Maritt

Soapnuts are excellent for laundry, hand/body wash and shampoo.
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quiltingmatilda

My landlord in Bali gave me some soap nuts, which I used on my husband’s underwear. He had a

medical condition and I was having trouble with my USA laundry detergent, washing soda, baking

soda, powdered bleach to get them clean. The soap nuts left them completely free of odor.
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